
Preface

This concise textbook has been primarily designed for undergraduate students
as a very first course in programming. The book requires no prior knowledge of
programming nor algorithms. It provides a gentle introduction to these topics.
The contents of this book have been organized into ten chapters split over two
parts, as follows:

– The first part is concerned with getting ready to program basic tasks using
the modern language JavaTM. The fundamental notions of variables, expres-
sions, assignments with type checking are first explained. We present the
conditional and loop statements that allow programmers to control the in-
struction work flows. The concepts of functions with pass-by-value arguments
and recursion are explained. We proceed by presenting arrays and data en-
capsulation using objects, and insist on the notion of references for the latter.

– The second part of the book focuses on data-structures and algorithms. We
first describe the fundamental sequential and bisection search techniques, and
analyze their respective efficiency using complexity analysis. Since the effec-
tive bisection search requires sorted data, we then explain basic iterative and
recursive sorting algorithms. We follow by explaining linked lists and describe
common insertion/deletion/merge operations on them. We then introduce
the concept of abstract data-structures (illustrating them with queues and
stacks) and explain how to program them in Java using the object-oriented
style methods. Finally, the last chapter is an introduction to more evolved
algorithmic tasks that tackle combinatorial optimization problems.

The goal of this book is two-fold: Namely, during the first part, novice pro-
grammers progressively learn the basic concepts underlying most imperative
programming languages using Java. The second part then introduces fresh pro-
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grammers with the very basic principles of thinking the algorithmic way, and
explain how to turn these algorithms into programs using the programming
concepts of Java. The book progressively conveys to the reader that “program-
ming” is in fact a complex task that consists of modeling a given problem,
designing algorithms and purposely structuring its data for solving the prob-
lem, coding the algorithm into a program, and finally, testing the program.
Each chapter of the book concludes with a set of exercises that lets students
practice notions covered by the chapter. The third part of the book consists of
an overall exam that allows readers to evaluate their assimilation level. A solu-
tion is provided. Exercises and sections that are recommended to be skimmed
through in a first reading are indicated using the mark **.
Additional materials, including all Java source codes for each chapter, are avail-
able at the following book web page:

http:

//www.lix.polytechnique.fr/Labo/Frank.Nielsen/JavaProgramming/

Preface for Instructors

The Java programming curriculum (called INF311) from which this book has
been prepared has been taught at École Polytechnique (Palaiseau, France) for
many years. Every year about 250 students enroll into the curriculum. For
most of them, it is their first experience with the Java programming language.
Some of them have a prior programming experience using mathematical pack-
ages such as MapleTM which are interpreters. This yields an important source
of confusion not only from the standpoint of the language syntax but also
from the conceptual sides of using an imperative programming language. The
INF311 curriculum does not assume any prior programming experience and
concentrates on teaching the fundamental notions of programming an imper-
ative object-oriented language. This book is intended as a first programming
course with two objectives in mind:

– Get a firsthand experience on programming basic algorithms using basic
features of Java, and

– Introduce the very first fundamental concepts underlying computer science
(that is, complexity analysis, decidability, abstract data-structures, etc.).

The curriculum consists of ten lectures (each of them lasts 90 minutes) that
deal with the following topics:
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Lecture 1 Variables, expressions and assignments
(with an introduction to the science of computing)

Lecture 2 Conditional and loop statements
Lecture 3 Static functions and recursions
Lecture 4 Arrays
Lecture 5 Objects (data encapsulation without object methods)
Lecture 6 Rehearsal for mid-term programming exam
Lecture 7 Searching and sorting
Lecture 8 Linked lists
Lecture 9 Data-structures and object methods
Lecture 10 Combinatorial optimization algorithms

A first course in programming without hands-on experience on writing pro-
grams by oneself is simply not conceivable. That is why each lecture is followed
by a two-hour programming training class to let students become familiar with
the notions covered during the lectures, and experience for themselves tracking
and correcting bugs.
To control the level of assimilation by students, we organize at mid-term of the
curriculum a two-hour programming exam that is semi-automatically checked
using scripts and Java input/output redirections. The final exam is a two-hour
paper exam that focuses more on checking whether students understand the
basic data-structures and algorithms. A review exam with a detailed solution
is provided in Chapter 11 (page 227).
The pedagogic resources, which include slides of each lecture and recorded
videos of the lectures taught in the auditorium, are available at the following
web page:

http://www.enseignement.polytechnique.fr/informatique/INF311/

Frank Nielsen December 2008.

École Polytechnique (Palaiseau, France)
Sony Computer Science Laboratories, Inc. (Tokyo, Japan)
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